Learning classifier systems (LCSs) belong to a class of algorithms based on the principle of selforganization and have frequently been applied to the task of solving mazes, an important type of reinforcement learning (RL) problem. Maze problems represent a simplified virtual model of real environments that can be used for developing core algorithms of many real-world applications related to the problem of navigation. However, the best achievements of LCSs in maze problems are still mostly bounded to non-aliasing environments, while LCS complexity seems to obstruct a proper analysis of the reasons of failure.
Introduction
Learning classifier systems (LCSs) are rule-based classifiers that have been applied to a variety of supervised classification problems and unsupervised reinforcement learning problems. Our focus is on maze environments which represent a reinforcement learning task. Maze problems, usually represented as grid-like twodimensional areas that may contain different objects of any quantity, serve as a simplified virtual model of the real world. Mazes may seem to be small and unrealistic compared with real-world conditions, but their impact on developing effective navigation algorithms is invaluable. Their relative simplicity allows us to control the process of learning and trace the behavior of the learning agent at every stage. At the same time the idea of maze environments includes a virtually unlimited number of graduated complexity levels, enabling researchers to use as simple or as complex environments as they need. These two factors make maze environments a good research paradigm for many navigation-based problems of artificial intelligence, from domestic appliance robots and autopilots for the automotive industry to network routing agents and autonomous walking robots for space research.
Learning classifier systems (Bull, 2002; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000; Stolzmann, 2000; Wilson, 1995) have been the research tool of choice in maze environments for the last 20 years. Considering that the number of mazes used in LCS research is significantly larger than the number of mazes used in other research , it is unsurprising that LCSs have also exhibited the most promising performance results. Apart from regular static mazes, LCSs have been applied to several advanced variations of the maze problem, including dynamic mazes, noisy environments and multi-objective maze environments (Butz, Goldberg, & Stolzmann, 2000; Hurst & Bull, 2000; Studley & Bull, 2005) . LCSs have most commonly been applied to mazes where the agent can detect every square uniquely. However, the most interesting and challenging mazes involve squares where the limited perception of the agent means that some squares appear identical. LCS research has addressed the task of disambiguating these apparently identical aliasing squares by using internal memory (Bull & Hurst, 2001; Lanzi, 1997b Lanzi, , 1998 Lanzi & Wilson, 2000) and by including a mechanism to predict next states of the environment (Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; Stolzmann, 2000) .
Despite the fact that the maze problem has a long history of usage in learning research (Cassandra, Kaelbling, & Littman, 1994) , especially in the LCS literature (Bull, 2002; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000; Stolzmann, 2000; Wilson, 1995) , there has been little analysis on the complexity of maze problems. We describe metrics for classifying the complexity of mazes based on agentindependent and agent-dependent characteristics of maze environments. We collected 44 distinct mazes that have been used in 63 different articles in machine learning research in the last decades and propose a set of maze complexity metrics based on the characteristics of these mazes. By making available a large number of new mazes and software to analyze complexity 1 we provide a firm basis for the evaluation of the ability of learning systems to solve hard maze problems and for future comparison of different learning algorithms.
The aim of the research presented in this article is to propose a new LCS that is better equipped to learn how to navigate in aliasing maze environments. We analyze the impact of one of the greatest advantages of LCSs, their ability to generalize, on the process of learning in maze environments. We also discuss the problem of rewarding actions that will lead to future rewards but in themselves receive none. Based on the conclusions made from these observations we develop an alternative LCS agent with a simplified rule production and reinforcement mechanism. We remove all complex structures and evolutionary processes from the agent so we can clearly see how it processes the information while navigating through a maze.
The agent algorithm we propose is based on psychological theories of the processes of perception and association in humans and animals (Lorenz, 1935; Wertheimer, 1938) . This gives us the name for our system, "a learning classifier system with associative perception," or AgentP for short. We also use the psychological theory of temperament (Pavlov, 1927) to incorporate two different procedural techniques into the learning process. As a result we create two variations of AgentP, self-adjusting, which is superficial and flexible, and gradual, which is careful and rigid, and test them on the existent and new maze environments.
The rest of this article is structured as follows: Section 2 gives a very brief background into maze environments, LCS, and psychology of learning. Section 4 describes AgentP, a new LCS with associative perception. In Section 5 we provide a survey of RL research with maze environments and describe new ways of measuring performance and classifying maze complexity. In Section 6 we extend the preliminary results for AgentP published in Zatuchna (2004) and Zatuchna and Bagnall (2005) to demonstrate that AgentP can solve mazes faster and with less memory than other LCSs. We also present extensive benchmarking results on a large set of new mazes that will allow for greater ease of comparison for future research. Finally, in Section 7, we discuss future directions of the research and provide conclusions.
Background and Related Work
The reinforcement learning task of solving a maze involves learning actions to optimize some objective in an environment. Maze environments (Bull, 2002; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000; Wilson, 1995) are a commonly used problem domain to estimate LCS performance. A maze is a grid-like two-dimensional area of any size, usually with a rectangular shape. A maze consists of cells. Each cell is an elementary maze item interpreted as a single site. A maze cell may be of many different types. Some may be significant for learning purposes in that they convey a reward (usually called food cells), others, such as wall and tree cells, may mean the cell cannot be occupied by the agent. The agent uses a learning algorithm to form a policy to minimize the steps taken to food based on its ability to perceive the environment and the rewards received. The process begins when the agent is randomly placed in the maze on an empty cell. At each step it performs an action by attempting to move to an adjacent cell. The agent is allowed to move in all eight directions, but only through empty cells. Once an external reward is received (by, for example, reaching a food cell), the agent's position is randomly reset and the task repeated.
The first major problem in learning to solve mazes is how to reward actions that are stage setting, that is, actions that will lead to future rewards but in themselves receive none. LCSs, the most popular class of methods that has been applied to mazes, address this problem through a reward sharing scheme, either a bucket brigade algorithm (Holland & Reitman, 1978) or through a Q-learning type of back propagation (Wilson, 1995) . The second major problem in solving maze environments arises when the agent is not able to uniquely disambiguate its environment state (different cells look the same to the agent because of its limited perception). The presence of these aliasing cells may lead to a non-optimal behavior and decrease the agent's performance. Two approaches to this problem have been adopted in LCS research. The first is to add internal memory to the LCS. This approach has been successfully applied to Wilson's ZCS (Bull & Hurst, 2001; Cliff & Ross, 1994) and XCS (Lanzi, 1997b; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000) for maze problems. The second is to alter the basic rule structure to include the following state in addition to the current state and action, then monitor how accurately the two states in the rule match the observed states in the environment. This approach has been used in the anticipatory classifier system (ACS; Butz, Goldberg, & Stolzmann, 1999; Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; Stolzmann, 2000) , based on the theory of anticipatory behavioral control proposed by Hoffman (2003) . AgentP combines these two approaches incorporating both the predictive rule structure and a memory mechanism (Section 4.2). Holmes and Isbell (2005) describe an alternative rule-based approach based on the construction and reinforcement of schema. The learning scheme described in Holmes and Isbell (2005) allows for the modeling of aliasing states through "synthetic items," in a way reminiscent of both ASC and AgentP. Unlike AgentP, it does not allow for the dynamic assignment of connected aliasing states to help overcome the problem of chains.
There are several major psychological learning theories that represent different levels of mental activity (Pear, 2001) . Based on the purpose of the research we choose two basic principles describing low-level processes of the learning mechanism: imprinting and the laws of organization. The principles represent the mental processes of primary importance and have never been used in reinforcement learning research before.
Imprinting. Imprinting is an especially rapid and relatively irreversible learning process first observed and described by Konrad Lorenz (1935) . In the process of imprinting, distinctive attributes of external objects are copied into an individual's memory and become connected with his behavioral reactions.
Laws of Organization.
The focus of the theory is the idea of grouping, which occurs when characteristics of stimuli cause an individual to structure or interpret a visual field or problem as a global construct. The rules of interpretation may take several forms, such as grouping by proximity, similarity, closure, and so forth. These factors are called the laws of organization and have been explained in the context of perception and problem solving.
Key Tasks in Solving Mazes
The two key concepts in designing a learning algorithm for mazes are how to learn from experience (reinforcement learning) and how to group together perceived states with the same optimal action (generalization). Our focus is to concentrate on the problem of how to best learn from experience when there is uncertainty in perception and to avoid the harder problem of general-ization. In this section we provide a justification for this decision and describe our approach to reinforcement learning. We then go on to motivate how the psychological concepts of imprinting and organization can be used in an agent learning context. A detailed description of the AgentP algorithm that implements these high level concepts is then provided in Section 4.
Generalization
Most learning classifier systems (Holland & Reitman, 1978; Stolzmann, 2000; Wilson, 1994 Wilson, , 1995 include a generalization mechanism. The ability to generalize makes an algorithm more scalable and useful, but only if the agent is able to learn generalizations in large problems without a proportional increase in the number of rules required. LCSs with generalization that have been used on mazes have tended to have rule sets two orders of magnitude larger than the number of states in the maze. For example, XCSMH needs 6,000 rules to solve Woods102, which has 28 different states (Lanzi & Wilson, 2000) and ACS requires 2,800 rules to solve maze E1, a 45-state problem. To our knowledge, an experimental study of how rule set sizes for ZCS-, XCS-, and ACS-based learning classifier systems increase with the number of states and the type of aliasing has not been conducted, but the indications are that they may require prohibitively large rule sets to solve larger mazes.
One of the main benefits of generalization, aside from the discovery of true underlying relationships, is the ability to store information about certain types of maze environment compactly (Butz, 2002; Butz & Goldberg, 2003) , thus decreasing the time spent updating the classifier. Butz and Goldberg (2003) reported solving maze tasks with a much larger number of attributes than actual classifiers. But there are two drawbacks in the problem. First, the benefits of LCS generalization as we know it now seems to be limited to pseudo-aliasing conditions (see Section 5.2). Second, this potential benefit becomes a hindrance if massive rule sets are required to find good generalizations. The larger sets of rules demand not only large amount of memory, but also significantly larger number of steps to converge. For example, Bull and Hurst (2002) reported ZCS was able to reach the optimal performance on a simple Woods1 maze environment after 10,000 runs. A neural variation of XCS by O'Hara and needed 3,000 trials to solve non-aliasing Woods2. The neural learning classifier system with self-adaptive constructivism (Bull & Hurst, 2003) showed the optimal performance on a small aliasing Woods101 environment (Figure 11 (a)) after 25,000 problems. The present approach to generalization is that a learning agent tries to evolve the optimally generalized rules before it actually has fully learned the environment. This increases the complexity of the task immensely and may lead to a huge rise in the demand for computational resources. The results of LCS research published so far (Lanzi, 1997a; Wilson, 1995) suggest that LCS generalization is only beneficial for pseudoaliasing maze environments such as Woods2. In fact, the results and analysis published in several articles (Butz, Kovacs, Lanzi, & Wilson, 2004; Butz, Sigaud, & Gerard, 2003; Cliff & Ross, 1994; Lanzi, 1997a Lanzi, , 1997c suggest that the generalization obstructs learning more complex aliasing mazes. It was noticed (Butz, 2002; Butz, Goldberg, & Stolzmann, 2002 ) that generalization, noise, and aliasing states may cause a similar problem, and we discuss the complex interconnections of these phenomena in Sections 5.2 and 5.2.
Our goal is to create a transparent system capable of differentiating the whole range of complex aliasing patterns, from simple to the most sophisticated. Hence, we have decided not to include a generalization mechanism. This means we can exclude any evolutionary mechanism designed to discover good generalizations. We believe there is still a vital need for a generalization in LCSs for maze learning. However, we think it should be a new kind of generalization system which allows the agent to learn first, extract a valuable knowledge from past experience and then apply it to the future learning steps. This idea of a post-learning generalization mechanism is based on the behavioral phenomenon termed stimulus generalization that was first described and interpreted by Pavlov (1927) and later extensively studied by Skinner (1953) .
According to the research, an individual that has learned a certain behavior, responds in a similar manner to stimuli that are similar to the one on which he was trained. In terms of maze learning, development of a post-learning generalization mechanism would allow the agent to extrapolate the knowledge obtained in one area of the environment to the other areas of the same environment, or, alternatively, the knowledge obtained in a certain environment to be transferred to other similar environments.
Thus, being placed in a vast maze environment, the post-generalizing system would start by exploring the immediate surroundings, extract valuable information from its present classifiers into a more compact representation and then use the extraction at the next stages, repeating the procedure continuously. A similar idea was recently expressed by Browne and Scott (2005) , who proposed an algorithm of abstraction. Abstraction attempts to find patterns in the rules that performed best within an LCS agent. Having found a pattern common to two or more rules, the abstraction algorithm generates a new rule based solely on this pattern. Abstraction represents one of the possible post-learning generalization mechanisms and seems to be a highly perspective direction for future developments of autonomous learning agents.
Reinforcement Learning
Analysis of maze complexity characteristics suggests that distance to food plays a significant role in the process of maze learning because of its connection to the reinforcement process. The Q-reinforcement procedure (Watkins & Dayan, 1992) has been widely used in LCSs (Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; Wilson 1994 Wilson , 1995 . However, the mechanism by which the Q-coefficients depend on the distance to food d may lead to some disadvantages. Considering that lim t → ∞ Q = γ d (where γ is the discount factor), the expected difference between two successive Q-learning coefficients approaches zero:
The influence of some stochastic processes in the agent may lead to the situation when the actual coefficients Q A may significantly fluctuate around their rated values Q R , and upon increasing d the actual coefficients for non-optimal actions may become larger than the actual coefficients for the optimal actions:
Because of this, we decided to modify the reinforcement procedure for our agent so that the difference between the learning coefficients remains the same with increased distance to food. Thus, instead of Qlearning coefficients, the distance-modified learning coefficients dexp reflecting the expected distance to food from the square are used, such that for any (S t , a, S t + 1 ) with an expectance to be within d steps to food, the distance coefficient is d exp (S t , a, S t ) = d. In other words, the learning coefficient d exp reflects the minimal number of steps from the current square to the food cell if the action a advocated by the classifier is used. Thus, unlike in Q-learning, in the distancebased reinforcement process the expected difference between two successive learning coefficients remains the same with increased distance to food.
In the present form the reinforcement learning operator introduces certain limitations as the agent will only be able to handle specific kinds of reward function. First, the environment should provide a discrete background, which is acceptable for grid-like maze problems, but cannot be directly transferred to a continuous environment. Second, the agent is not designed to operate on multi-motivational tasks, that is, in maze environments with more than one kind of food or in the presence of "enemies" and/or other agents. The limitation can be overcome at the later stages of the research. The reinforcement procedure in its present form, however, provides a simple and reliable mechanism of spreading knowledge in the classifier population and sufficiently serves its main purpose, providing test facilities for the operators of refined differentiation of aliasing squares.
A Learning Classifier System with
Associative Perception
The Associative Perception Learning Model
Psychological and biological theories underlie many threads of artificial intelligence research, such as neural nets, ant colony optimization, natural language processing, computer vision, robotics, and so forth. Reinforcement learning research inherited its ideas from the psychological theory of animal learning proposed by Thorndike (1911) . Holland and Reitman (1978) created their genetic algorithms based on the mechanism of genetic reproduction, syngenesis, and natural selection observed in the nature. Stolzmann used the model of the anticipatory behavior control mechanism observed in animal psychology (Hoffman, 1993) for his anticipatory classifier system (ACS; Stolzmann, 2000) . We try to retain and extend the tradition of biologically inspired models for LCSs. Considering that learning is a psychological phenomenon, applying established psychological principles to the design of the agent may bring us the results we need: better understanding of the learning process and improved performance in maze environments.
We reviewed several major psychological trends that offer their distinctive perspective on the essence of the learning process and chose two basic principles describing low-level processes of the learning mechanism: imprinting (Lorenz, 1935) and the laws of organization (Wertheimer, 1938) . We use the principle of imprinting to justify absorbing the environment signals as they are perceived, without any changes. We use the laws of organization to differentiate similarities. The main idea of the laws is that the objects are seen as something more than a sum of the parts, and the critical problem facing the perception system is how to group the elements to form objects. Figure 1 illustrates several principles of perception introduced by Gestalt psychology.
Based on these principles, we designed the associative perception learning (APL) model, which represents a new concept of learning process for autonomous learning agents. The model operates with information that is perceived as images. As shown in Figure 2 two objects perceived sequentially are composed into a single image. In the case of maze learning the images are composed out of two sequential environment states and the performed action.
The APL model is described in detail in Zatuchna and Bagnall (2007) . The differentiation of similar objects occurs as shown in Figure 3 : two objects placed side-by-side become something more than a simple sum of them. They are perceived as a single image and each of them acquires a new quality. As a result, the houses, which look completely alike, are unmistakably recognized as different by our perception system because of their surroundings. Figure 4 shows a functional scheme of the APL model. To decide whether two images are the same, they are matched against each other element by element. The key concept is that, firstly, perceived images are imprinted into memory. Secondly, this set of memorized images are altered by the learning algorithm when discrepancies are found between subsequent perceived images and previously imprinted images. If at least one of the elements of the first image does not match the corresponding element of the second image, the agent concludes that the images are different. To draw a firm conclusion about the similarity of two images, all elements of both images have to be the same. The key steps in the associative learning process are as follows:
1. The currently perceived environmental information is grouped into a single integrated image that includes the two consecutive environmental states S and S associated with the performed action a. 2. The memorized images are in turn compared with the current environmental image. For the performed action a the perceived initial state S is compared with the imprinted initial state S , and the perceived next state S is compared with the imprinted next state S . 3. If one state matches and the other does not, the matching state is flagged with a distinguishing sign to allow it to be correctly disambiguated in the future. 4. If there is no exact match for the perceived image, the current image is memorized by imprinting it into memory. 5. If there is an exact match the parameters of the imprinted image are adjusted by the algorithm described in Section 4.
The associative perception mechanism employs a sliding image formation principle ( Figure 5 ). According to the laws of organization (Wertheimer, 1938) , the images are not perceived separately but in connection with each other.
Each representation of an environmental state S t is associated with two others, the previous state S t -1 and the following state S t + 1 . Thus, the formation of images occurs under a sliding state-to-state process. As a result, the system is always able to keep track of the connections between images and place the perceived state in the context of the surroundings.
Structural Components of AgentP
AgentP was inspired by the success of the internal structure of the previous models of LCSs (Stolzmann, 2000; Wilson, 1994) . AgentP operates with explicit imprinted images of the environment and uses a deterministic memory mechanism for the differentiation of aliasing squares.
AgentP has two main memory structures: a state list (Gérard & Sigaud, 2001 , 2003 , L, containing states that the agent has perceived during a learning run and a rule set, P, that contains rules to determine the production system of the agent. The state list is used to estimate the number of aliasing squares included in the state through a parameter ν, which we call the valency of the state. Valency is estimated with the differentiation operator described below. A unique state ID is also assigned which acts as a key to the state list. At present, AgentP stores all possible unique states encountered in L. For larger environment spaces there is potential for including a dynamic state list similar to that used by Bagnall (2004) to focus limited resources on areas of particular interest.
AgentP uses five other classifier sets that record references to the population P. In common with other LCSs, a match set [M] which includes classifiers from [P] that match the current environment state is maintained; AgentP deviates from other classifier designs in that it maintains four action sets. These action sets, described below, allow AgentP to exploit the unique classifier structure used.
The basic structure of a single classifier is similar to the condition → action → expectation form used by ACS (Stolzmann, 2000) . Unlike ACS, which attempts to identify aliasing only in the state that matches the condition part of the rule, AgentP also attempts to use the environment information to identify aliasing in states matching the expectation part of a previously matched rule. In a further deviation from ACS, each classifier is supplemented with an identification parameter, ID. The ID parameter is used to identify whether states are aliasing or not and as such can be viewed as a variant of Wilson's (1994) memory extension. The combination of state linkage and memory structures means that AgentP could be considered as a hybridization of basic ACS structure with a memory mechanism, although there are significant differences in performance, reinforcement, and learning mechanisms employed. Classifiers also include a verification flag, F, which indicates whether the ID parameter has been confirmed through observation and an arrow flag, which determines whether the rule can be used to disseminate reinforcement information in the learning modes. Figure 6 shows the main structural components of a classifier in AgentP. Both the condition part and the action part of a rule have an ID (an integer value) and a verification sign, F (a boolean). If F is set to true, the ID value will be used in the learning operators described below.
A classifier has two further parameters: a prediction d that estimates the expected distance to food and an arrow flag, which is used by the reinforcement operators. If a rule is defined as an arrow, then parameter changes to the ID and verification flag will be disseminated throughout the rule sets via the four action sets AgentP maintains to correct the identification, verification, and arrow parameters with its learning mechanisms. The initial action set [A ini ] includes classifiers matching the previous environment state with their condition and the current action a; the result action set [A res ] includes classifiers matching the current environment state with their expectation and the action a; the full action set [A] which consists of the classifiers matching both previous and current states; and the previous action set [A -1 ] which represents the full action set [A] from the previous execution cycle.
Execution Cycle of AgentP
The execution cycle of AgentP can be summarized as follows: 10. An action for the current performance cycle is selected either by deterministic choice of the classifier with the best prediction D in [M] or, with an exploration probability P ex , by random selection. 11. The action a is performed and memorized in I. A new performance cycle is started.
Differentiation Operator
The differentiation operator uses the four action sets to perform two tasks. Firstly, it adjusts the valency entry in the state list of the initial state and secondly, it adjusts the ID and verification parameters of the population. The number of aliasing squares relating to a single state can be estimated by the number of classifiers in [A ini ] that have a fixed initial ID. Hence the differentiation operation compares the valency of the initial state with the number of classifiers in [A ini ] that have a fixed initial ID and if the current valency is less than the number of fixed ID classifiers, the valency is increased by one. This means that the operator has identified new information about the initial state and must hence update the relevant parameters of the rule set. The classifier that caused this change is stored in the action set A. Since this classifier has identified a new aliasing situation (i.e., a new pairing of initial and current states), it is assigned a new initial identification number and So, for example, suppose that from the initial state 0001 the agent performs action "5" and moves to the next square, where its detectors receive the state signal 1111 from the environment (we are using a 4 bit environment for example purposes only). Imagine that 0001 has been previously encountered, and has been assigned the ID number 1, but that this is the first time 1111 has been detected. Thus, the perceived image would be:
The differentiation operator on the result set [A res ] would operate as follows. First it performs a search in the result action set. Suppose it finds the following classifier:
0001 -0 -TRUE -5 -1111 -0 -FALSE Even though the initial state/action/condition are identical, the ID of the condition of the classifier is different to the ID of the environmental image. This indicates that there are in fact two different initial states, 0001-0 and 0001-1 that lead to the result state 1111 through action 5 (i.e., 0001 is an aliasing square). This means that state 1111 is also an alias (it is impossible for two different cells in a maze to have the same neighboring square in the very same direction). This information can then be used to adjust the rule set. The ID of the result state of the classifier is fixed: 0001 -0 -TRUE -5 -1111 -0 -TRUE and a new classifier is created:
The valency of state 1111 is increased by 1. Each of the classifiers corresponds to a separate aliasing square included in the aliasing state 1111. Hence they are both marked as "arrow," and each of them will spread its own ID to the other classifiers related to its square through the associative correction operator.
Associative Correction Operator
The associative correction operator performs according to the sliding image formation principle ( Figure 5 
If the minimal distance prediction in the current match set [M] is equal to or larger than the prediction of the classifier in the previous action set [A -1 ], both the prediction coefficients of the classifiers in the match set and the prediction of the classifier in the previous action set are discarded and reset to the initial value.
Alternative Learning Modes
The learning operators of AgentP are performed only when the agent is certain about its position in the environment. We denote the state at step t as D(t) if it is distinct and A(t) if it is aliased. At any given step t + 1 the agent can find itself in one of the following situations regarding certainty of the last three last states, t -1, t, and t + 1:
, state at step t -1 is aliasing, the others are distinct;
, state at step t is aliasing, the others are distinct;
, state at step t + 1 is aliasing, the others are distinct; A(t -1) → A(t) → D(t + 1), state at step t + 1 is distinct, the others are aliasing; D(t -1) → A(t) → A(t + 1), state at step t -1 is distinct, the others are aliasing; A(t -1) → A(t) → A(t + 1), all three states are aliasing.
In all cases except the last the agent has at least one certain point (a distinct state) to proceed from. The most crucial moment in the learning strategy is the behavior of the agent in the A(t -1) → A(t) → A(t + 1) situation, that is, when it is passing through only aliasing squares.
The problem of learning in an uncertain situation can be approached in several different ways. The concept behind the architecture we have adopted is based on the idea of mobility developed by Pavlov (1927) . Mobility is a characteristic of the nervous system that is directly connected with the quality of learning process and reflects the adaptive capabilities of an individual. Based on this psychological phenomenon, we introduce two alternative procedural techniques to the learning process that result in two variations of AgentP that are of different temper. The first, self-adjusting AgentP, is more flexible and adapts rapidly to changing information; the second, gradual AgentP, is more conservative in drawing conclusions and rigid when it comes to revising strategy.
For any uncertain situation, if the previous or current action set contains more than one classifier, the situation is considered as unsure and no operations are performed. This rule is valid for both the self-adjusting and gradual modes. However, when the previous and the current action set both contain only one classifier each, the decision on whether to call the update operators is different for the two types.
Self-Adjusting Learning Mode
When the previous and current action set contain one classifier each, self-adjusting AgentP is thought to be sure about its location and attempts to perform the learning operators with no constraints. The agent increases valency of any state as necessary according to the differentiation operator described above, and all IDs can be transmitted simultaneously. Incorrect IDs are corrected by the rule of trust: an arrow always transmits its ID and a distinct classifier always transmits ID to conflicting classifier (unless the classifier it is attempting to transmit to is an arrow).
Under these conditions the agent performs as a rapidly self-adjusting system: IDs are immediately transmitted with no precautions and mistakes are adjusted for without checks. This means AgentP can explore all aliasing squares at the same time, but also means that incorrect information may be transmitted. For example, let us assume that the previous action set contains classifier A:
1001 -2 -TRUE -6 -1111 -0 -FALSE and all three states that are present in the classifiers, 0000, 1001, and 1111 are aliasing. Classifier A does not have a fixed ID in its initial part, hence the agent is not sure which particular square of the aliasing state 0000 it came from. Classifier B does not have a fixed ID in its result part, hence the agent is also not sure which particular square of the aliasing state 1111 it just entered. Despite these facts, the self-adjusting learning mode allows the transmission of ID of the aliasing state 1001 from classifier B to classifier A. Thus, after the associative correction operator (Section 4.5) is applied, classifier A looks as follows: 0000 -0 -FALSE -5 -1001 -2 -TRUE Let us assume that later in the learning run classifier A is again found in the previous action set, while the current action set contains classifier C:
The classifiers have conflicting IDs of the state 1001.
However, if the result state 0101 of classifier C is non-aliasing, the classifier is considered as more trustworthy and transmits its ID to classifier A. After the correction, classifier A looks as follows: 0000 -0 -FALSE -5 -1001 -1 -TRUE
Gradual Learning Mode
Gradual AgentP is only sure about its position in the environment when, firstly, it has been sure on every step since the last nonaliasing square and, secondly, when at least one classifier in the previous and current action set has a fixed ID for both S t and S t + 1
. When performing the operator, the agent cannot increase the valency of an aliasing state until the square with the previous ID of the state has been correctly identified. In addition, there is no direct correction of mistakes; if a state that was previously considered as a reliable non-aliasing square has been freshly discovered to be an alias, all classifiers that have IDs of neighboring cells fixed based on those unreliable information are deleted. The valency of the associated aliasing states is also decreased if necessary.
The agent uses its fixed classifiers as a path to orient itself in the aliasing surroundings. Under the gradual settings AgentP is a cautious learning system that explores the aliasing environment gradually, building up a consecutive bridge from reliable non-aliasing squares through an aliasing conglomerate. In the example considered in the previous section, neither classifier A nor classifier B satisfy the requirements of the gradual learning mode, hence the associative correction operator would not be applied. Let us assume that the previous action set contains classifier D:
1100 -1 -TRUE -1 -0011 -3 -TRUE the action set contains classifier E: 0011 -0 -FALSE -2 -0101 -0 -FALSE and the agent is "sure" about its location (in other words, the agent used only classifiers with fixed IDs for all aliasing squares it walked through since the last non-aliasing square). In this case, the gradual AgentP would apply the associative correction operator, and classifier E would be modified as follows:
0011 -3 -TRUE -2 -0101 -0 -FALSE.
Maze Problems
Maze environments are multi-step decision processes with rewards only on transitions to terminal states. A maze can be classified by whether it possesses the Markov property (Sutton & Barto, 1998) . Non-aliasing mazes can be fully observed by an agent with limited perceptive power. A state signal in a non-aliasing maze succeeds in retaining all relevant information for successful resolving of the maze by the agent. Any action taken in any state of the environment always leads to the same next environment state. Thus, non-aliasing mazes satisfy the Markov property and are MDP environments. Aliasing mazes (Section 5.2) are the kind of reinforcement learning tasks where the agent with limited perceptive power cannot distinguish all possible squares. From the agent's point of view it looks as if the same action performed in the same state may lead to a different next environment state. Presence of the aliasing squares in a maze is reflected in the characteristics of its transition matrix that describes the probability of moving from one state to another for any given action. Mazes with no aliasing squares have the characteristic that for any state action pair, there will be one state with a probability of transition of 1. If there are at least two aliasing squares then the transition matrix will contain probabilities other than 0 or 1. However, the transition matrix of aliasing mazes remains the same at any step of the time. The agent is said to suffer from the hidden state problem. Despite aliasing mazes frequently being called "non-Markov" in the literature (Bull, 2002; Butz et al., 1999; Cliff & Ross, 1994; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000) , they are, in fact, partially observable MDP (POMDP) environments, because they are domains in which actions have probabilistic results (Cassandra et al., 1994; Littman, 1995) . Dynamic mazes (Section 5.1) as well as uncertain environments, which include noise (Section 5.2), represent different kinds of learning problems. They do not satisfy the Markov property and have a transition matrix that depends on time. Unlike aliasing mazes, dynamic and noisy mazes cannot be turned into MDP by improving the agent's structure and abilities. Dynamic and uncertain environments represent non-Markov reinforcement learning tasks and are excluded from this stage of the research.
The techniques applied to mazes can be categorized as follows:
• XCS: 14 mazes in 20 articles (e.g., Lanzi, 1997b Lanzi, , 1998 Wilson, 1995) ; • ZCS: 8 mazes in 11 articles (e.g., Bull, 2002; Cliff & Ross, 1994; Wilson, 1994 ); • ACS: 18 mazes in 13 articles (e.g., Butz et al., 1999; Metivier & Lattaud, 2002; Stolzmann, 2000) ; • Other methods such as neural learning classifier systems (e.g., Bull & Hurst, 2003; O'Hara & Bull, 2005) , the first visit profit sharing algorithm , and so forth: 25 mazes in 19 articles.
A more detailed description of research that has been used in maze environments in the last two decades can be found in Bagnall and Zatuchna (2005) ; the full collection of mazes is available at the website in Note 1. Unfortunately, it is unusual for different techniques to use the same mazes. This makes it hard to compare the learning abilities of different algorithms. Table 1 presents statistics on how many times each maze has been used in different research articles. It can be seen that the majority of mazes have been used in a single article only (24 mazes, or 48%), and 35 of the 44 mazes (70%) have been used in at most three publications. This shows that different researchers mostly have used different mazes and this makes it hard to compare the performance of different learning agents based on their maze test results. Table 2 presents information on how many mazes each publication used. We can see that the results for the majority of the research were based on a single maze only (33 articles). Of the 63 articles, 58 were tested on at most four mazes. Hence the majority of research in this field is evaluated on a small number of mazes, and usually the mazes used have not been used by other researchers.
Thus, we have collated mazes used in published research to allow for more commonality of problem domain across different research areas. A further barrier to comparing learning methods is the lack of a clear understanding of what makes a maze problem complex. The characteristics of mazes that determine the complexity of the learning task fall into two classes: those that are independent of the learning algorithm, such as size and density of obstacles; and those that are an artifact of the agents ability to correctly detect its current state, such as the number and type of aliasing cells.
Agent-Independent Maze Attributes

Size
The number of cells in a maze, s m , obviously affects the complexity. The mazes range from 18 cells (Cassandra4; Cassandra et al., 1994) , to 1,044 cells (Woods7; Wilson, 1994) . Mazes smaller than 50 cells are classified as small (19 mazes). Medium mazes, such as Maze10 (Figure 15 ), have between 50 and 100 cells, and large mazes have more than 100 cells. Here and further we choose the boundaries of the parameters based on the distribution of the parameters in the collected mazes.
Distance to Food
The average distance to food (φ m ) is an important characteristic of complexity, because the further the average distance to food is, the harder it is for the reward sharing mechanism to reward stage setting actions. The range of values in the mazes varies from φ m = 1.29 for Koza92 maze to φ m = 14.58 for Nevison-maze3 (Nevison, 1999) . We classify a maze as having an extra-short distance to food if φ m ≤ 3, a short distance if 3 < φ m ≤ 5, a medium distance if 5 < φ m < 10, and a long distance if φ m ≥ 10.
Obstacles
Mazes may contain walls, partitions, or both. A wall is a complete cell that the agent cannot occupy or see through, whereas a partition is a barrier between cells. For example, the Russell&Nor-vig maze shown in Figure 7 (a) (Russell & Norvig, 1994 ) is a wall maze, Gerard-Sigaud-2000 shown in Figure 7 (b) (Gerard & Sigaud, 2001 ) is a partition maze, and MiyazakiC (Miyazaki & Kobayashi, 1999 ) is a wall-and-partition maze. Mazes like E2 ( Figure  8(b) ), that contain only surrounding walls, are empty mazes. The number of obstacles in a maze, o m , is defined as the total number of internal wall cells plus the total number of partitions plus half the total number of surrounding walls. Thus, for mazes with a surrounding wall, we adjust the number of obstacles to allow for the fact that they may only ever present an obstacle from a single direction. Table 3 gives the distribution of mazes by aforesaid metrics.
Density
Geometric Form. Toroidal mazes are mazes without borders, that is, mazes with closed-loop sides.
Flat mazes are bounded mazes with surrounding borders. The type of geometric form influences density, as toroidal mazes usually have a lower δ value than similar flat mazes.
Type of Objects.
In addition to a target (food) state, some mazes contain a penalizing state, such as enemy. For example the Russell&Norvig maze (Figure 7(a) ) has an enemy marked as E. Enemy and enemy+food mazes present a different learning problem to food mazes, and have been used only in Russell and Norvig (1994) and Littman (1995) . Mazes may also have different types of obstacles as well as different kinds of food, for instance Woods2 (Wilson, 1995) . The number of types of object affects the agent's ability to perceive its environment, and hence influences the number of aliasing squares. (Sutton & Barto, 1998 ) may include moving walls. On the whole, we can talk about three sources of non-static mazes: dynamics of indifferent objects (walls), dynamics of principal objects (food/enemy), and multi-agent systems. Dynamic mazes are not included in the research. The complexity of the learning problem is only partially dependent on the physical complexity of the maze. Perhaps of greater importance is the ability of the agent to perceive the environment.
Agent-Dependent Maze Attributes
An agent's ability to perceive its current location in the maze can affect the complexity of the learning problem. The agent may not be able to distinguish one state from another despite the fact that they are in different locations. Cells that appear identical under a particular detector are commonly called aliasing cells (or aliasing squares), while an environment signal that corresponds to two or more aliasing cells is called an aliasing state. Thus, two or more aliasing squares may appear as a single aliasing state to the agent. We introduce a new parameter ν called valency. The valency of a state reflects the number of squares that correspond to that state, so a non-aliasing state will always have ν = 1, and an aliasing state will have ν > 1. A maze containing at least two aliasing cells, is called an aliasing maze. Aliasing mazes deserve special emphasis in the context of maze classification because they represent the most difficult class of problem. Wilson (1990) proposed a scheme to classify reinforcement learning environments with respect to the sensory capabilities of the agent. If an environment belongs to Class 1 the agent is able to determine the entire state of the environment. In Class 2 environments the agent has only partial information about the true state of the environment. Wilson considered Class 2 environments to be partially observable with respect to the agent and non-Markov with respect to agent's actions. Littman (1992) presented a more formal classification of reinforcement learning environments, based on the simplest agent that can achieve optimal performance. Two parameters h and β characterize the complexity of an agent. An (h, β) environment is best solved by an (h, β) agent that uses the input information provided by the environment and at most h bits of local storage to choose the action which maximizes the next β reinforcements. Hence, Class 1 environments correspond to (h = 0; β = 1) and (h = 0; β > 1) environments, while Class 2 environments correspond to (h > 0; β > 1), non-Markov, environments. Whilst this classification is useful, there is still a large degree of variation in complexity within the Class 2 problem and the nature of the aliasing may alter the difficulty of the learning problem.
Alternative Types of Aliasing.
The complexity of the maze cannot be determined from just the transition matrix. Some mazes, such as Woods2 (Wilson, 1995) , may produce a transition matrix with uncertainty but still be easily solved by a memoryless agent and are, according to Littman (1992) , Class 1 environments. Thus, the complexity of the problem is determined by not only the uncertainty, but also the optimal strategy. Woods2 is classified as Class 1 because the optimal strategy in the squares that appear the same is identical.
The complexity of a maze for an LCS agent with a particular detector can be quantified by how long, on average, an agent using a Q-table trained by the Qlearning algorithm takes to find food compared with the optimal steps to food. If Q-learning can disambiguate all squares then, assuming it has been trained for long enough, it will find the optimal route to food. If, however, it has a detector that introduces aliasing, it will take longer if the aliasing affects the optimal strategy. We use a standard version of the Q-learning algorithm, γ = 0.2, α = 0.71, with roulette-wheel action selection in exploration mode and greedy action selection (max Q) in exploitation mode (which is every other time), and number of trials n = 20, 000. Let φ be the average steps to food of a trained Qlearning agent that can only detect the surrounding squares. The complexity measure ψ m is then defined as ψ m = φ /φ m . This measure gives us a metric that can quantify the effects of aliasing. For example, mazes E2 (Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; see Figure 8(b) and Cassandra4x4 (Cassandra et al., 1994; see Figure Lanzi (1997b) noticed that the disposition of aliasing cells plays a significant role in maze complexity. We assume that for most LCS agents there are two major factors that have a significant influence on the learning process: minimal distance to food, d, and correct direction to food, or right action, a. Let d 1 and d 2 be minimal distance to food from aliasing cell 1 and aliasing cell 2 respectively, and a 1 and a 2 be the optimal actions for the cells. There are four different situations for that case:
• both distance and direction are the same ( Thus, there are three types of genuine aliasing squares and one type of pseudo-aliasing conditions. Woods2 is an example of a maze with pseudo-aliasing cells. It can be seen from Figure 9 (a) that for Littman57 (Littman, 1995) the aliasing cells marked with 1, 2, and 3 have the same direction to food (aliasing type I). Figure 9(b) shows MazeF4 (Stolzmann, 2000) with aliasing squares type II marked with 1. Both squares have different distances to food as well as different directions. Woods101 (McCallum, 1993; see Figure 11(a) is an example of a maze with type III aliasing squares.
The Influence of Aliasing Type on Maze Complexity
Each aliasing type will produce distinctive kinds of noise in the agent's reward function and understanding the internal structure of the noise may help us to develop a mechanism for improving the learning of the agent. The obtained results show that the mazes with a large value of ψ m (ψ m > 150) all have type III aliasing squares (see Figure 10) . The majority of mazes that include aliasing type II squares as the highest aliasing have 10 ≤ ψ m ≤ 150. Mazes that include only aliasing type I produce a ψ m < 10. Each maze can then be categorized by the type of aliasing cells it includes. For mazes that have combined aliasing (more than one aliasing type), we define the aliasing group a maze belongs to by the highest aliasing type it contains. Thus, type III aliasing mazes may be considered as the most difficult group of aliasing mazes,type II mazes are of medium complexity and type I mazes are the easiest. Table 4 presents the distribution of the collected mazes and publications by size and aliasing types. It can be seen that the majority of mazes used in research are non-aliasing, and most articles use small or medium sized mazes. 
Distance to Food with Aliasing Squares
A learning agent that is able to perceive only the surrounding squares may not be able to achieve the average distance to food value for the maze, even though it is capable of solving the maze. This is because when the initial position happens to be an aliasing square it cannot ever be certain of making the correct decision, as it has no other information to allow it to disambiguate its location. Hence, it is unfair to compare the achieved average steps to food with the optimal φ m , as this level of performance may be unreachable. Instead, to find the optimal performance level for an agent with limited perceptive power, we calculate the aliasexpected average steps-to-food, φ .
Let A opt (sq) be the set of optimal actions for a square in a maze, s(sq) be the state perceived in the square, Sq be the set of aliasing squares in the aliasing state, and A opt* (s) be the set of optimal actions for the aliasing state. Let sq ∈ Sq be the position of the agent, and d(sq) be the expected optimal distance to food from the square for the agent with limited perceptive power. Then d(sq) is calculated as follows: When the expected optimal distance to food from every square available for the agent is defined, the expected optimal performance on the maze is calculated as the average distance to food in the obtained matrix. Based on a comparison of the calculations we have made and the published figures, we believe that φ′ has been the measure most commonly used in maze research (Lanzi, 1997b; Lanzi & Wilson, 2000; Stolzmann, 2000) as the optimal performance level (although it is not often explicitly stated).
Further Aliasing Metrics
Solving an aliasing non-Markov maze implies bringing it to the condition where it becomes Markovian and hence is predictable for the agent. Thus, it is the agent's structure and abilities that make an aliasing maze Markov or non-Markov, while dynamic mazes are completely agent independent in their non-Markov properties. Different learning systems may have different attributes that influence complexity. For example, agents that belong to the class of predictive modeling systems, such as anticipatory classifier systems (ACS; Stolzmann, 2000) , predict not only reward, but also the next environment state s′. Aliasing can thus be more complex and a wider classification may be suitable: In addition, some aliasing mazes may have aliasing chains, like Woods102 (Cliff & Ross, 1994 ; see Figure 11 (b)) with adjacent aliasing squares 1 and 2.
The chains may be composed of different aliasing states, or, on the contrary, of the same aliasing states (e.g., E2). Other mazes may have communicating aliasing cells, that is, two aliasing cells bordering on the same neighbor cell (e.g., Woods101; see Figure 11 (a)). Mazes with chains or communicating aliasing cells may present a task of increased complexity for some types of predictive modeling agents.
Generalization and Uncertainty
Generalization. In a maze task at each time step the agent receives a signal that comprises the information about current environment state, usually a coded reflection of the surrounding cells consisting of "zero" and "one" symbols. Generalization reduces the number of significant bits used to represent the environment situation. The process groups similar types of states together in a less specialized state based upon common attributes and substitutes "zero" and "one" with a "don't care" symbol (usually the " # " symbol) as shown in Figure 12 . The goal of generalization is to extend the range of the states that can be represented by a smaller population without being overgeneralized. The main question is how the right generalization can be differentiated from overgeneralization.
Any generalization process applied to a maze introduces aliasing. If the generalized states have the same distance and directions to food (i.e., if they fall into the pseudo-aliasing category), the generalization is correct and beneficial. Generalization leading to the aliasing type I (the same directions, different distance) also can be beneficial. However, some disturbance to the learning process should be expected because of continuous changes in the reward function. Any generalized state that contains aliasing type II or III is overgeneralized, because the squares concealed in the state always demand completely different actions. Table 5 illustrates this categorization.
Noise. Noise is a disturbance of a random nature in the agent's information system, bringing an uncertainty either to its actions or to the environment signals it receives. If there is detector noise then the perceived state may be different to the actual state, that is, s per is a probabilistic function of the original environment state s: s per = f (s). Thus, each environment state would correspond to a set of perceived environment states:
The size of the set depends on the noise function. The maximal size of the set is limited to the number of states the detector is able to perceive. For example, for a detector represented as a binary string it would be N per ≤ 2 n , where N per is the maximal number of the perceived states corresponding to a single environment state and n is the number of bits in the detector.
Detector noise can increase the number of states perceived by the agent significantly. The problem of the increase in the number of the perceived states could be addressed with an appropriate generalization technique, so that S ⇒ s i , i, where S is the set of perceived states for the environment state s i . However, the feasibility of such generalization depends on the sets of perceived states. If for each two states s i and s j in a nonaliasing maze the sets of perceived states do not intersect, the noise introduces pseudo-aliasing and the successful generalization can be achieved. Otherwise, if the sets of perceived states are intersecting, the noise function introduces aliasing and the performance of the learning agent in the maze is considerably affected.
Effector noise means that the action conducted may be different to the action selected, that is, a cond of the agent is a probabilistic function of the original action a: a cond = f(a). Thus, for each action-state pair (s t -1 , a) in the environment, there will be a set of possible next environment states {s , s , …, s }. However, the maximal size of the set cannot be greater than the number of actions available for the agent.
Effector noise always introduces aliasing, hence the problem cannot be addressed with a generalization technique. However, unlike with detector noise, the total number of perceived states in the case of effector noise is the same as the number of actual environment states in the maze, which significantly reduces noise impact on the memory requirements compared with detector noise. Detailed analysis of generalization and noise problems in maze environments can be found in Bagnall and Zatuchna (2005) .
A Summary of Maze Complexity Criteria
The characteristics of mazes that determine the complexity of the learning task fall into two classes: those that are independent of the learning algorithm, such as number of squares and density of obstacles; and those that are an artifact of the agents ability to correctly detect its current state, such as the number and type of aliasing cells. Table 6 lists the main variables we propose to measure maze complexity. Table 5 Results of generalization: "+" means the generalization is beneficial, " -" means the generalization is detrimental
Maze type
Distance and direction conditions Result of generalization
Maze Assessment Software System (MASS)
The Maze Assessment Software System (MASS) is software capable of analyzing maze domains by: width; height; average steps to goal; maximum steps to goal; density; number of pseudo-aliasing and aliasing states and squares; average Q-learning steps, types and location of aliasing squares. MASS also produces the following outputs: transition matrix; step-to-food map; Q-learning coefficient map; Q-learning step map. Further information about MASS software can be found at the website in Note 1.
Results
For comparison purposes, in Section 6.1 we evaluate the performance of AgentP in a way consistent with that presented in the LCS literature (Cliff & Ross, 1994; Lanzi, 1997b Lanzi, , 1998 Lanzi & Wilson, 2000; Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; Stolzmann, 2000) . The method of presenting results in these articles is to plot a graph of the average number of steps to food over 50 trials against number of exploit trials. This gives a good indication of performance, but the lack of actual data makes comparison difficult. Hence in Section 6.2 we describe performance metrics to measure the following: correctness (whether the agent has learned the optimal policy); convergence (steps to a stable policy); and memory (number of rules required for the converged policy). We then present the average and standard deviation of these performance metrics for AgentP on the mazes listed in Section 6.1.
Graphical Results
XCSM and XCSMH (Cliff & Ross, 1994; Lanzi, 1997b Lanzi, , 1998 Lanzi & Wilson, 2000) have been applied to aliasing mazes Woods101, Woods101.5, Woods102, Maze7, and Maze10. ACS (Métivier & Lattaud, 2002; Stolzmann, 2000) has been used with aliasing mazes Woods100, MazeF4, and E1. Table 7 gives the complexity measures for these eight mazes. In all of these articles except Métivier and Lattaud (2002) the results are presented as a graph without any quantitative indication of how well the LCS is solving the maze. Métivier and Lattaud (2002) stated that ACS "converges to a performance around 3.3." In all articles it is claimed that the LCS reaches an optimal or near optimal solution.
We have estimated the best performance statistics for versions of XCS and ACS and present them alongside those for AgentP in Table 8 .
These results are at least as good as the best results reported in Cliff and Ross (1994) , Lanzi (1997b Lanzi ( , 1998 , and Lanzi and Wilson (2000) , and indicate that AgentP may be performing better on maze E1. Firstly, AgentP learns faster that the other LCSs. For example, AgentP needs 22 trials (440 steps) on average to reach the Aliasing number Number of aliasing squares in a maze optimal performance on Woods100, while it takes 2,000 steps to reach 100% knowledge for the maze by ACS (Métivier & Lattaud, 2002) . Similar comparison can be made for MazeF4, with 22 trials on average, 
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while ACS (Stolzmann, 2000) which has been reported to need more than 500 trials. Secondly, AgentP needs fewer classifiers to solve a maze than XCS or ACS do. For example, ACS reached a suboptimal solution on E1 with 2,800 rules, but AgentP solved the maze optimally with only 240 rules. Once AgentP reaches the optimal, the performance level remains stable and the number of classifiers stays constant. Figure 13 presents the summary diagrams for the performance of selfadjusting and gradual AgentP on the mazes. We can judge from these summary measures and graphs that AgentP reaches the optimal performance for these mazes, achieving the same results as the other LCS agents in terms of steps to food, but outperforming them in terms of speed, computation resources and stability. Seven other aliasing mazes have been used in the RL literature, although not with LCSs. These are: Littman57 and Littman89 (Littman, 1995) ; MazeB and MazeD ); MiyazakiA and MiyazakiB (Miyazaki & Kobayashi, 1999) . The complexity measures are summarized in Table 9 . Unfortunately, the majority of non-LCS articles on mazes do not provide any comparable information on performance. The performance of self-adjusting and gradual AgentP on these mazes is shown in Figure 14 . Both self-adjusting and gradual types converge to the optimal strategy in all mazes in less than 200 exploit trials in all mazes except for Littman57.
Both set of results support the hypothesis that AgentP can learn a wide class of mazes in less time than reported for other LCSs . However, the results as presented do not provide enough information to test whether there is significant deviation from optimal, nor to test the hypothesis that one algorithm is better than another. Hence we present more comprehensive results in Section 6.2 in a format that will allow other researchers to compare their results with ours.
Quantified Results
To properly measure how well an agent is performing on a maze we measure the following statistics for correctness, speed to convergence, and memory over repeated learning runs.
Correctness. The 50 step moving average is not necessarily an accurate measure of how close the agent is to the optimal strategy. Since most of the mazes have a relatively small number of states, it is possible to measure exactly how many steps to food an agent needs from every possible starting position (freezing all adaptive processes beforehand) and hence form the average, which is directly comparable to φ′. This statistic, c, is measured every 10 exploit trials. This gives us a means of testing precisely whether the agent finds the optimal policy and, potentially, to test whether there is a significant difference between the suboptimal performance of different learning algorithms.
Speed to Convergence. A further measure of quality for mazes is the speed at which the agent converges to a stable policy. We measure this by periodically freezing all learning mechanisms and measuring the correctness statistic, c. If the correctness measure changes little over a long period, we assume the learning algorithm has converged to a strategy. We define convergence as deviation of less than 10% percent over 500 trials.
Memory. The total number of rules provides an indication of memory required that is sufficient at this moment. However, a more complex memory definition would be required if one wished to compare the memory requirements of different learning algorithms, as rules for different LCS require different amounts of memory.
An experiment involves measuring the correctness, convergence, and memory for a learning algorithm starting with no prior knowledge. For any maze we repeat an experiment 50 times. Of the 14 mazes considered in Section 6.1, both the self-adjusting and gradual AgentP reached the optimal policy (c = φ′) on every run on all mazes except Littman57 and Maze10 (shown in Figure 15 ). On Littman57 (optimal 3.71 steps to food) self-adjusting found the optimal on 35 runs and gradual on 48 runs. Self-adjusting AgentP generally found good solutions whereas gradual AgentP tended to either find the optimal or converge to a very poor solution. This is reflected by the correctness statistics given in Table 10 . The average for gradual AgentP is lower, but the variance is much higher. This is in line with expectations: Self-adjusting is more flexible and more likely to find a good, but suboptimal, solution. Gradual is more likely to solve the problem, but if it goes wrong early in the experiment it is unable to correct the mistake. Gradual performed much better on Maze10, finding the optimal on 41 occasions and achieving an average comparable to the results estimated from the graph in Lanzi (1998) . Table 11 represents speed to convergence results for AgentP on 14 collected aliasing mazes. Table 12 shows the average number of rules for both agent types at the end of the run, with the standard deviation in parentheses if indeed there was any deviation. It is notable that self-adjusting has a significantly smaller final rule set than gradual on Maze10, indicating that it is failing to adequately identify aliasing squares that require differentiation. Hence we conclude that AgentP can learn at least as well as other LCSs in less time and with less memory. The definition of three explicit performance metrics will allow for a more accurate comparison of different learning mechanisms in the future. However, the results in this Section also demonstrate that of the mazes used in the literature, only Maze10 and Littman57 present a challenge to either forms of AgentP. We believe that future comparisons will be more meaningful if performance is evaluated on mazes with a wider range of complexity. Hence in Section 6.3 we evaluate AgentP on a large set of new mazes.
New Mazes
Most of the mazes used to date in the literature have been constructed to illustrate a particular research point. Our interest lies more in being able to compare the ability of algorithms to solve mazes on classes of problem. For example, we may wish to test the hypothesis that ACS learns a better strategy on the class of Type I aliasing problem than XCS (note that this is a fabricated example not the authors' opinion). To test such a hypothesis a larger set of test mazes is required. We have generated several hundred mazes randomly by conducting a modified random walk through a maze of only wall squares to leave a trail of empty cells. We then located the food randomly in a non-wall cell. This ensures that the maze is solvable from all starting positions. The mazes thus generated were classified with the MASS software described in Section 5. We began by running both forms of AgentP on non-aliasing mazes and verified that both versions could solve the simplest form of maze in all cases.
Three sets of 10 × 10 mazes were selected, 20 each of type I, type II, and type III aliasing maze. We name these mazes: AliasIMaze1, …, AliasIMaze20; AliasIIMaze1, …, AliasIIMaze20; and AliasIIIMaze1, …, AliasIIIMaze20. Examples of the mazes are shown in Figure 16 . A full description of their characteristics and a complete set of correctness, convergence, and memory statistics for both versions of AgentP are given at the website in Note 1. Table 13 gives the number of mazes solved every time (for 50 runs) by both types of agent. It demonstrates that, firstly, both learning algorithms are able to solve mazes with just Type I aliasing squares every time and secondly, that they are both solving approximately 75-80% of mazes with Type II and Type III aliasing squares. The number of mazes for which AgentP is not able to find an optimal policy is the same for the two learning modes. Some mazes that represent a task of higher difficulty for self-adjusting AgentP are easily solved by gradual, and vice versa. Table 14 shows the correctness statistics for the 10 mazes that at least one of the agents was unable to solve every time. Figure 17 shows the box plot for the steps to convergence by maze type. This data illustrates the following: firstly, self-adjusting converges to a stable strategy faster on average for all maze types; secondly, both converge faster on Alias Type I mazes than on other types; thirdly, whereas for self-adjusting there is little difference between Type II and Type III, gradual AgentP takes longer on Type III mazes; finally, there is greater variation in convergence for gradual AgentP on all type of mazes.
The difference between average types I and II aliasing mazes is not significant because of the effect of the physical factors of the mazes. To demonstrate that physical complexity is also a factor in convergence, Figure 18 shows the scatter plot of steps to food against trials to convergence. This graph also demonstrates the longer time to convergence for gradual AgentP.
The number of rules for gradual and self-adjusting follow a similar pattern to the trials to convergence results, although there is much less difference between the algorithms. Table 15 shows the average final number of rules for each maze class. Figure 19 shows how the size and complexity of the maze, quantified in the steps a trained Q-learning agent requires, correlates well with the number of rules both forms of AgentP require. As an initial step to examining the limits of the current agent, we generated several larger (up to 30 × 30) mazes (also available from the website in Note 1). The basic results for six of these mazes are shown in Table 16 .
Conclusions
In this article we introduce a new LCS, AgentP, which is based on the psychological model of associative 
Figure 18
Steps to food plotted against average trials to convergence for AgentP. perception learning, and evaluate it on a variety of aliasing mazes. AgentP learns through a process of imprinting and organization of images of the environment. AgentP differs from other LCSs in several key ways:
• Like ACS, AgentP employs a state/action/state rule structure and like ZCSM, XCSM, and XCSMH it employs a memory structure. Unlike any previously proposed LCSs, it uses these in conjunction.
• Like ACS, AgentP attempts to detect aliasing states and correct rules that incorrectly predicted the result state from a given initial state/action pair. Unlike ACS, AgentP also performs a backward correction: it detects aliasing in the initial state and adjusts rules that predicted the observed result state, but incorrectly matched the initial state.
• AgentP uses a distance-based reward distribution mechanism, that allows the reward to be distributed evenly, however large the size of maze is.
• AgentP does not attempt to learn generalizations of states.
AgentP can solve the majority of the aliasing mazes used in the literature very quickly. It learns at least as good a strategy as other LCSs in fewer trials using less memory. On some mazes, such as E1, it seems to find a better policy than other LCSs. However, a full comparison between alternative LCSs is made difficult by the following: firstly, there has been a tendency for researchers using different types of algorithm to use largely non-overlapping sets of mazes; secondly, results have been presented in graphical form without numerical performance metrics. Unfortunately, running new experiments on mazes using different learning agents to replicate and specify the empirical results is not possible because those are not available for public use. Those LCSs which have been widely reproduced and are easily available, such as XCS, have not been designed for the aliasing problem and are not able to cope with it.
We have attempted to rectify the first problem by collating a large number of mazes used in research and by generating new random mazes. In addition, we have defined metrics to estimate the complexity of a maze for a learning algorithm with limited perception. Software to generate random mazes and measure the complexity characteristics, in addition to text and bitmap versions of all mazes used in this article, is available from the website in Note 1.
We have addressed the second issue by defining metrics to estimate the performance of an agent in terms of correctness (a measure of the quality of the agent's policy), convergence (an estimate of the time taken to find a stable policy), and memory (the number of rules required to represent a policy). We ran AgentP repeatedly on each maze, providing a mean and standard deviation of each performance statistic. We hope this approach will make it easier to reproduce our results and allow our results to be compared with those of other learning algorithms.
Both forms of AgentP are always able to solve 10 × 10 aliasing Type I mazes, and can solve approximately 75% of aliasing Type II and Type III mazes. Gradual AgentP takes longer to converge than selfadjusting AgentP, but it performs better on the previously published mazes and on some of the new mazes. However, on some of the new mazes self-adjusting AgentP finds a better policy than gradual AgentP. This indicates that gradual AgentP is at times discounting useful information because it cannot determine its meaning with certainty. This experimental evidence suggests that hybridizing a gradual agent with a selfadjusting agent will lead to improved performance. At the next stage of the research we are going to examine the limits of the present design of AgentP by running it on a set of larger maze environments. We hope the analysis of the test results will also help us to understand better what makes some maze problems hard for AgentP. Another primary direction for future research is development of a post-learning generalization mechanism to allow AgentP to extract the knowledge obtained in one part of a maze environment into a more compact representation and then use it in other areas of the same environment or different, but similar maze environments.
Note
